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We've finally waited! Under the popular devices with Wi-Fi module AP6330 came firmware on Kit Kat (Tronsmart T428, Measy U4B, Iconbit G4). Important! Kit Kat for our devices is still in the development phase. There may be some shods. Some details of version 2.0: 1) Firmware is rut and installed by SuperSU. 2) Stock firmware had a
section under the application 1 gigabyte. In this default 2 gigabytes (you can choose from options: 1, 2, 4, 6 gigabytes) 3) removed unnecessary Google apps (Can download back on Google Play). 4) Full support for init.d scripts. 5) The stock laper kit kat is replaced by a stock AOSP kitkat as more stable. (In addition, we get a transparent
status bar). 7) The stock calendar does not work. Replaced by Google Calendar AOSP. 8) Edits in build.prop to install unsupported applications. 9) Added a reboot app (such as reboot to bootloader (flash mode)). 10) Working TWRP recovery! 11) You can choose the core (Kernel): This is the 720 and 1080 cores for 3188 with a frequency
of 1.8mhz Also 720 and 1080 cores for 3188T with a frequency of 1.4mhz By default is set - 720 3188. 12) Choose download options. 13) Other small fixes. Download the firmware - kasty-tronsmart_t428-422-20130529_rooted5.zip firmware taken from the official websites of the manufacturer or from open sources Android 4.4.2 - is an
operating system developed for mobile devices by Google. This version was called KitKat, and it is probably the best version of the firmware, if you consider all the releases of Android 4. The operating system is very widespread and is now used on many devices, delighting its users. If you wanted to download the firmware on Android to
update your phone or tablet more version, then this page is for you! Version: 4.4.2Developer: Google Operating System: Android Language Interface: Multilingual, Including RussianStatos Program: Free Software: no_ads New Update significantly lowers the system requirements of the OS, thereby increasing the number of smartphones
that can now fully support it. Therefore, today almost every user is available firmware Android 4.4.2 download for free in Russian language which can be on Cyclone-Soft! If you couldn't update your phone for a long time or didn't know how to sew a tablet, the installer package available for download through the torrent will help you
perfectly. In other words, today almost any device supports Android 4.4.2, so you have a great opportunity to quickly update the operating system. Among other things, the OS has been perfectly optimized, which can only mean that the devices that use it get a good increase in power and performance. Of course, iron plays a major role
here, but often perfectly well-established software performs no less task. Features and innovations Android 4.4.2 KitKat Interface Options and new features No doubt that the most visible changes in this operating system has a user interface. It's even more comfortable and informative, making it easy and easy to manage desktops and
dividing installed applications by type and category. This is a great version of how to stitch Android, because version 4.4.2 was considered much more successful than previous releases. Choose you color palette, use a handy notification bar and translucent buttons at the bottom that have perfectly updated the look of the operating
system. Android 4.4.2 firmware to download for free in Russian language which can be at the end of the page also received updated control of many elements of the system. For example, the user can hide elements of the system, unnecessary screen buttons and the notification bar itself. Support sensors The new version of Android has
interesting updates in terms of processing specialized sensors. The fact is that KitKat can now receive all the information from them in packages and group the data at certain intervals. This solution helped not only to reduce the load on the device processor, but also to reduce the energy consumption dependent on its operation. The new
firmware program has many new features that allow you to use the smartphone detection sensors, pedometer and many others. The user will also have built-in infrared port support and a multi-Bluetooth profile module. KitKat 4.4.2 can help you print absolutely any document wirelessly. The updated Photo Editor Android 4.4 has a brand
new graphics editor, which you can activate while in the gallery. The utility will cope perfectly with the addition of filters and frames, cropping photos and many other tasks. You can even argue that the functionality is not inferior to the Application Instagram, in which you can process your pictures. Trim the frames, align the image, it's at the
right angle and create a mirror copy - it's all available to you! How to re-ask Android for version 4.4 KitKat Download, installation and further update of the operating system will not cause you any difficulties, regardless of whether you decided to stitch a smartphone or tablet. Download Android 4.4.2 KitKat and follow the instructions from
the archive you downloaded, which will answer you all questions about how to sew your phone on Android, or update the OS tablet. Be sure to share the page with friends who do not yet have Android 4.4.2 KitKat, so they too can update to this excellent version, performing the firmware of his device. Write comments and don't forget to
evaluate the software! Thank you for your attention! Attention!
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